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About This Game

Woodle Tree 2: Worlds is an open world platformer/adventure videogame.
You'll assume the role of the son of the last hero who saved the world in the first
game. This time the forces of evil are taking over the Wood Lands with a black

substance that is absorbing energy and life from the living creatures!
Will you be able to take over this enormous new evil force?
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Features of the game:

- Open World platforming levels! A new super vast world to explore.
- Co-op local mode up to 4 players! Save the world with 3 of your friends

- New moves! You'll be able to perform a double jump and gliding moves thanks to
your new leaf. You'll even be able to gather water for the dying plants.

- New items and customizable to unlock for Woodle and his house (furnishings,
weapons, masks etc)

- MMO mode, explore the Wood Lands with friends from all over the world! To
enter MMO mode, touch the statue at the center of the plaza.
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Title: Woodle Tree 2: Worlds
Genre: Action, Adventure, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Fabio Ferrara
Publisher:
Chubby Pixel
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 32-bit

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.6 GHz / AMD Dual-Core Athlon 3.0 GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: SM 3.0 con 512MB VRAM; NVIDIA GeForce 8500 GT / AMD Radeon HD 4650 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Play with the gamepad for the best experience!

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Russian
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Cute little game...very funny...slightly racist, but still very funny. Clash of clans for pc. not really worth it, even at a 50%
discount.
you also have to log in several times before the premium license days show up.. I played this game at MAGfest '17, and it was
super fun. I'm excited for xbone controller support. It doesn't seem to work with that at all.. Boring empty game with clumsy
controls. Nothing like any other in series. Charming Nico is replaced by slow and stupid american blondie with annoying voice.
George acts slow and dull too. It's very boring to hear his sleepy "can't open" remarks while thugs are breaking his door. The
story is almost unexistent. Plus it is buggy and you need to save very often as it could breaks any time.. Clever puzzles, fun
setting; the writing is understated but thoughtful. Gameplay is something like minesweeper meets match-3, but is explored in
tons of different ways over the course of the game. Can get real vexing at times but never too badly. Wonderful example of
showing another viewpoint on something that tends to be always stereotyped a certain way.. "Memory: 666 MB RAM"
Nice.
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Just gave Infinite Space III a shot last night and wound up playing several hours. Even in its early release status, the game is fun,
and the variations thrown by the RNG keep even the (somewhat small) range of encounters varied. I have enjoyed the heck out
of it so far, and absolutely cannot wait to see what the devs do next.. Omg story got me crying this is so deep!. What a wonderful
game, in every way! Beautiful, challenging and fun to play!

...and you can get the soundtrack for FREE here!:
http://carlkarjalainen.bandcamp.com/album/nimbus-soundtrack. You know, as a general rule, I think "RPGmaker game", and I
think 'okay, this will be a few hours to waste. It might even be good'. But this game? This was actually money well spent. There
might be zero replayability, and everything is on a railroad; but it was actually very well done.

Musical and sound effect choices? Amazing. Graphics? For an RPGmaker game, pretty damn good. The story, and its
shenanigans and antics, was a delight. The game didn't take itself seriously, in all the right ways.

Pretty much, the only thing I can say that is 'bad' (and that is a relative term) is that most of the boss battles I found pretty easy.
Then again, if it was meant to be more of a narrative--makes perfect sense.

I'll definitely be looking forward to what you guys put out next.. This is a Singleplayer game, where there are only very few
mods. It is not open world.
And yet: Look at my gameplay time.

Yes.. This never actually installed after I purchased it. I activated it in uplay but I cant find the game anywere. cant find it in the
menu of far cry 4 either.. LADYS END GENTS I PRESENT TO YOU THE DC HORSE ARMOR DLC END FOR THOSE
WHO WILL PROTECT THIS DLC AS GOOD YOU HAVE NO SPINE END YOU AR THE REASON THE SKYRIM
HORSE BALLS PAYD MOD EXSISTED IN THE FIRST PLACE.

IN THIS GREAT DLC MAP PACK YOU RESIVE TWO WONDAFULY PACKED MAPS THAT AR PART OF THE
MAIN STORY END THEY SHULD HAVE BING IN THE MAIN GAME BUT WHO CARES WE ACCEPTED
UNPOLISHED COPY PASTED BATMAN GAME TO BE RELISED END WAY NOT TO ACCEPT 2 RIPPED PICCES OF
THE GAME END PAY FOR THEM WE STILL DONT HAVE ROBIN STORY ARK IN THIS GAME AS DLC BUT WE
GOT THIS TNX WORNER BROTHERS FOR THIS WONDERFULL DLC. If you created you account through the Eve
website before using steam, this will <NOT> post to your account.

Note this is not a downvote for Eve, nor a downvote for "Omega" itself, just a warning that you had to have begun you account
through steam for this to land.
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